Background {#Sec1}
==========

The acid dissociation constant p *K*~*a*~is an important molecular property, and its values are of interest in pharmaceutical, chemical, biological and environmental research. The p *K*~*a*~values have found application in many areas, such as the evaluation and optimization of candidate drug molecules \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\], ADME profiling \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\], pharmacokinetics \[[@CR6]\], understanding of protein-ligand interactions \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\], etc.. Moreover, the key physicochemical properties like lipophilicity, solubility, and permeability are all p *K*~*a*~dependent. For these reasons, p *K*~*a*~values are important for virtual screening. Therefore, both the research community and pharmaceutical companies are interested in the development of reliable and above all fast methods for p *K*~*a*~prediction.

Several approaches for p *K*~*a*~prediction have been developed \[[@CR8]--[@CR11]\], namely LFER (Linear Free Energy Relationships) methods \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\], database methods, decision tree methods \[[@CR14]\], ab initio quantum mechanical calculations \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\], ANN (artificial neural networks) methods \[[@CR17]\] or QSPR (quantitative structure-property relationship) modelling \[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\]. However, p *K*~*a*~values remain one of the most challenging physicochemical properties to predict. A promising approach for p *K*~*a*~prediction is to use QSPR models which employ partial atomic charges as descriptors \[[@CR21]--[@CR24]\].

The partial atomic charges cannot be determined experimentally and they are also not quantum mechanical observables. For this reason, the rules for determining partial atomic charges depend on their application (e.g. molecular mechanics energy, p *K*~*a*~etc.), and many different methods have been developed for their calculation. The charge calculation methods can be divided into two main groups, namely quantum mechanical (QM) approaches and empirical approaches.

The quantum mechanical approaches first calculate a molecular wave function by a combination of some theory level (e.g., HF, B3LYP, MP2) and basis set (e.g., STO-3G, 6--31G\*), and then partition this wave function among the atoms (i.e., the assignment of a specific part of the molecular electron density to each atom). This partitioning can be done using an orbital-based population analysis, such as MPA (Mulliken population analysis) \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\], Löwdin population analysis \[[@CR27]\] or NPA (natural population analysis) \[[@CR28]\]. Other partitioning approaches are based on a wave-function-dependent physical observable. Such approaches are, for example, AIM (atoms in molecules) \[[@CR29]\], Hirshfeld population analysis \[[@CR30]\] and electrostatic potential fitting methods like CHELPG \[[@CR31]\] or MK (Merz-Singh-Kollman) \[[@CR32]\]. Another partitioning method is the mapping of QM atomic charges to reproduce charge-dependent observables (e.g., CM1, CM2, CM3 and CM4) \[[@CR33]\].

Empirical approaches determine partial atomic charges without calculating a quantum mechanical wave function for the given molecule. Therefore they are markedly faster than QM approaches. One of the first empirical approaches developed, CHARGE \[[@CR34]\], performs a breakdown of the charge transmission by polar atoms into one-bond, two-bond, and three-bond additive contributions. Most of the other empirical approaches have been derived on the basis of the electronegativity equalization principle. One group of these empirical approaches invoke the Laplacian matrix formalism, and result in a redistribution of electronegativity. Such methods are PEOE (partial equalization of orbital electronegativity) \[[@CR35]\], GDAC (geometry-dependent atomic charge) \[[@CR36]\], KCM (Kirchhoff charge model) \[[@CR37]\], DENR (dynamic electronegativity relaxation) \[[@CR38]\] or TSEF (topologically symmetric energy function) \[[@CR38]\]. The second group of approaches use full equalization of orbital electronegativity, and such approaches are, for example, EEM (electronegativity equalization method) \[[@CR39]\], QEq (charge equilibration) \[[@CR40]\] or SQE (split charge equilibration) \[[@CR41]\]. The empirical atomic charge calculation approaches can also be divided into 'topological' and 'geometrical'. Topological charges are calculated using the 2D structure of the molecule, and they are conformationally independent (i.e., CHARGE, PEOE, KCM, DENR, and TSEF). Geometrical charges are computed from the 3D structure of the molecule and they consider the influence of conformation (i.e., GDAC, EEM, Qeq, and SQE).

The prediction of p *K*~*a*~using QSPR models which employ QM atomic charges was described in several studies \[[@CR21]--[@CR24]\], which have analyzed the precision of this approach and compared the quality of QSPR models based on different QM charge calculation schemes. All these studies show that QM charges are successful descriptors for p *K*~*a*~prediction, as the QSPR models based on QM atomic charges are able to calculate p *K*~*a*~with high accuracy. The weak point of QM charges is that their calculation is very slow, as the computational complexity is at least *θ* (*E*^4^), where *E* is the number of electrons in the molecule. Therefore, p *K*~*a*~prediction by QSPR models based on QM charges cannot be applied in virtual screening, as it is not feasible to compute QM atomic charges for hundreds of thousands of compounds in a reasonable time. This issue can be avoided if empirical charges are used instead of QM charges. A few studies were published, which give QSPR models for predicting p *K*~*a*~using topological empirical charges as descriptors (specifically PEOE charges) \[[@CR22], [@CR42], [@CR43]\]. But these models provided relatively weak predictions.

The geometrical charges seem to be more promissing descriptors, because they are able to take into consideration the influence of the molecule's conformation on the atomic charges. The conformation of the atoms surrounding the dissociating hydrogens strongly influences the dissociation process, and also the atomic charges.

The EEM method is a geometrical empirical charge calculation approach which can be useful for p *K*~*a*~prediction by QSPR. This approach calculates charges using the following equation system: $$\begin{pmatrix}
B_{1} & \frac{\kappa}{R_{1,2}} & \ldots & \frac{\kappa}{R_{1,N}} & {- 1} \\
\frac{\kappa}{R_{2,1}} & B_{2} & \ldots & \frac{\kappa}{R_{2,N}} & {- 1} \\
 \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\frac{\kappa}{R_{N,1}} & \frac{\kappa}{R_{N,2}} & \ldots & B_{N} & {- 1} \\
1 & 1 & \ldots & 1 & 0 \\
\end{pmatrix}\quad\begin{pmatrix}
q_{1} \\
q_{2} \\
 \vdots \\
q_{N} \\
\overline{\chi} \\
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
{- A_{1}} \\
{- A_{2}} \\
 \vdots \\
{- A_{N}} \\
Q \\
\end{pmatrix}$$

where *q*~*i*~is the charge of atom *i*; *R*~*i*,*j*~is the distance between atoms *i* and *j*; *Q* is the total charge of the molecule; *N* is the number of atoms in the molecule; $\overline{\chi}$ is the molecular electronegativity, and *A*~*i*~, *B*~*i*~and *κ* are empirical parameters. These parameters are obtained by a parameterization process, which uses QM atomic charges to calculate a set of parameters for which EEM best reproduces these QM charges. EEM is very popular, and despite the fact that it was developed more than twenty years ago, new parameterizations \[[@CR39], [@CR44]--[@CR50]\] and modifications \[[@CR47], [@CR51], [@CR52]\] of EEM are still under development. Its accuracy is comparable to the QM charge calculation approach for which it was parameterized. Additionally, EEM is very fast, as its computational complexity is *θ* (*N*^3^), where *N* is the number of atoms in the molecule.

Therefore, in the present study, we focus on p *K*~*a*~prediction using QSPR models which employ EEM charges. Specifically, we created and evaluated QSPR models based on EEM charges computed using 18 EEM parameter sets. We also compared these QSPR models with corresponding QSPR models which employ QM charges computed by the same charge calculation schemes used for EEM parameterization.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

EEM parameter sets {#Sec3}
------------------

In our study, we used all EEM parameters published till now. Specifically, we found 18 different EEM parameters sets, published in 8 different articles \[[@CR39], [@CR44]--[@CR50]\]. The parameters cover two QM theory levels (HF and B3LYP), two basis sets (STO-3G and 6--31G\*) and six population analyses (MPA, NPA, Hirshfeld, MK, CHELPG, AIM). Unfortunately, only some combinations of QM theory levels, basis sets and population analyses are available. On the other hand, more parameter sets were published for some combinations (i.e., 6 parameter sets for HF/STO-3G/MPA). All the parameter sets include parameters for C, O, N and H. Some sets include also parameters for S, P, halogens and metals. Most of the sets do not include parameters for C and N bonded by triple bond. Summary information about all these parameter sets is given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1**Summary information about the EEM parameter sets used in the present study**QM theory levelPAEEM parameterPublished byYear ofElements included+ basis setset namepublicationHF/STO-3GMPASvob2007_cbeg2Svobodova et al. \[[@CR44]\]2007C, O, N, H, SSvob2007_cmet2Svobodova et al. \[[@CR44]\]2007C, O, N, H, S, Fe, ZnSvob2007_chal2Svobodova et al. \[[@CR44]\]2007C, O, N, H, S, Br, Cl, F, ISvob2007_hm2Svobodova et al. \[[@CR44]\]2007C, O, N, H, S, F, Cl, Br, I, Fe, ZnBaek1991Baekelandt et al. \[[@CR45]\]1991C, O, N, H, P, Al, SiMort1986Mortier et al. \[[@CR39]\]1986C, O, N, HHF/6--31G\*MKJir2008_hfJirouskova et al. \[[@CR46]\]2008C, O, N, H, S, F, Cl, Br, I, ZnB3LYP/6--31G\*MPAChaves2006Chaves et al. \[[@CR47]\]2006C, O, N, H, FBult2002_mulBultinck et al. \[[@CR48]\]2002C, O, N, H, FNPAOuy2009Ouyang et al. \[[@CR49]\]2009C, O, N, H, FOuy2009_elemOuyang et al. \[[@CR49]\]2009C, O, N, H, FOuy2009_elemFOuyang et al. \[[@CR49]\]2009C, O, N, H, FBult2002_npaBultinck et al. \[[@CR48]\]2002C, O, N, H, FHir.Bult2002_hirBultinck et al. \[[@CR48]\]2002C, O, N, H, FMKJir2008_mkJirouskova et al. \[[@CR46]\]2008C, O, N, H, S, F, Cl, Br, I, ZnBult2002_mkBultinck et al. \[[@CR48]\]2002C, O, N, H, FCHELPGBult2002_cheBultinck et al. \[[@CR48]\]2002C, O, N, H, FAIMBult2004_aimBultinck et al. \[[@CR50]\]2004C, O, N, H, F

EEM charge calculation {#Sec4}
----------------------

The EEM charges were calculated by the program EEM SOLVER \[[@CR53]\] using each of the 18 EEM parameter sets.

QM charge calculation {#Sec5}
---------------------

We calculated QM atomic charges for all the combinations of QM theory level, basis set and population analysis for which we have EEM parameters (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, atomic charges were calculated for these eight QM approaches: HF/STO-3G/MPA, HF/6--31G\*/MK, and B3LYP/6--31G\* with MPA, NPA, Hirshfeld, MK, CHELPG and AIM). The QM charge calculations were carried out using Gaussian09 \[[@CR54]\]. In the case of AIM population analysis, the output from Gaussian09 was further processed by the software package AIMAll \[[@CR55]\].

Data set for phenols {#Sec6}
--------------------

There are two main ways to create a QSPR model for a feature to be predicted. The first is to create as general a model as possible, with the risk that the accuracy of such a model may not be high. The second approach is to develop more models, each of them being dedicated to a certain class of compounds. Here we took the second approach, following a similar methodology as in previous studies \[[@CR21]--[@CR24]\]. Specifically, we focus on substituted phenols, because they are the most common test set molecules employed in the evaluation of novel p *K*~*a*~prediction approaches \[[@CR21]--[@CR24], [@CR56]--[@CR58]\]. Our data set contains the 3D structures of 74 distinct phenol molecules. This data set is of high structural diversity and it covers molecules with p *K*~*a*~values from 0.38 to 11.1. The molecules were obtained from the NCI Open Database Compounds \[[@CR59]\] and their 3D structures were generated by CORINA 2.6 \[[@CR60]\], without any further geometry optimization. Our data set is a subset of the phenol data set used in our previous work related to p *K*~*a*~prediction from QM atomic charges \[[@CR24]\]. The subset is made up of phenols which contain only C, O, N and H, and none of the molecules contain triple bonds. This limitation is necessary, because the EEM parameters of all 18 studied EEM parameter sets are available only for such molecules (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). For each phenol molecule from our data set, we also prepared the structure of the dissociated form, where the hydrogen is missing from the phenolic OH group. This dissociated molecule was created by removing the hydrogen from the original structure without subsequent geometry optimization. The list of the molecules, including their names, NCS numbers, CAS numbers and experimental p *K*~*a*~values, can be found in the (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1a). The SDF files with the 3D structures of molecules and their dissociated forms are also in the (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Molecules).

Data set for carboxylic acids {#Sec7}
-----------------------------

An aspect which is very important for the applicability of the p *K*~*a*~prediction approach is its transferability to other chemical classes. In this work, we provide a case study showing the performance of the approach on carboxylic acids, which are also very common testing molecules for p *K*~*a*~prediction approaches \[[@CR19]--[@CR21], [@CR43]\]. The data set contains 71 distinct molecules of carboxylic acids and their dissociated forms. The 3D structures of these molecules were obtained in the same way as for the phenols. The list of the molecules, including their names, NCS numbers, CAS numbers and experimental p *K*~*a*~values can be found in the (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S1b). The SDF files with the 3D structures of the molecules and their dissociated forms are also included in the (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Molecules).

p ***K***~***a***~values {#Sec8}
------------------------

The experimental p *K*~*a*~values were taken from the Physprop database \[[@CR61]\].

Descriptors and QSPR models for phenols {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------

Our descriptors were atomic charges. We analyzed two types of QSPR models, namely QSPR models with three descriptors (3d QSPR models) and QSPR models with five descriptors (5d QSPR models).

The 3d QSPR models used those descriptors which proved to be the most relevant for p *K*~*a*~prediction in our previous study \[[@CR24]\]. Therefore these descriptors were the atomic charge of the hydrogen atom from the phenolic OH group (*q*~*H*~), the charge on the oxygen atom from the phenolic OH group (*q*~*O*~), and the charge on the carbon atom binding the phenolic OH group (*q*~*C*1~). These descriptors were used to establish the QSPR models by the general equation: $$pK_{a} = p_{H} \cdot q_{H} + p_{O} \cdot q_{O} + p_{C1} \cdot q_{C1} + p$$

where *p*~*H*~, *p*~*O*~, *p*~*C*1~ and *p* are parameters of the QSPR model (i.e., constants derived by multiple linear regression). The 5d QSPR models employ the above mentioned descriptors *q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~and *q*~*C*1~ and additionally also the charge on the phenoxide O^-^ from the dissociated molecule (*q*~*OD*~), and the charge on the carbon atom binding this oxygen (*q*~*C*1*D*~). Using the charges from the dissociated molecules for p *K*~*a*~prediction was inspired by the work of Dixon et al. \[[@CR19]\]. The equation of the 5d QSPR models is therefore: $$\mspace{-2520mu} pK_{a}\; = \; p_{H}^{\prime} \cdot q_{H} + p_{O}^{\prime} \cdot q_{O} + p_{C1}^{\prime} \cdot q_{C1} + p_{\textit{OD}}^{\prime} \cdot q_{\textit{OD}} + p_{C1D}^{\prime} \cdot q_{C1D} + p^{\prime}$$

where $p_{H}^{\prime}$, $p_{O}^{\prime}$, $p_{C1}^{\prime}$, $p_{\textit{OD}}^{\prime}$, $p_{C1D}^{\prime}$ and *p*^′^ are parameters of the QSPR model.

Descriptors and QSPR models for carboxylic acids {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------------

The descriptors were again atomic charges and, similarly as for phenols, two types of QSPR models were developed and evaluated. Specifically, QSPR models with four descriptors (4d QSPR models) and QSPR models with seven descriptors (7d QSPR models). The 4d QSPR models used similar descriptors as the 3d models for phenols - the atomic charge of the hydrogen atom from the COOH group (*q*~*H*~), the charge on the hydrogen bound oxygen atom from the COOH group (*q*~*O*~), and the charge on the carbon atom binding the COOH group (*q*~*C*1~). Additionally, also the charge of the second carboxyl oxygen (*q*~*O*2~) is included. These 4d QSPR models are represented by the equation: $$\mspace{-2520mu} pK_{a} = p_{H} \cdot q_{H} + p_{O} \cdot q_{O} + p_{O2} \cdot q_{O2} + p_{C1} \cdot q_{C1} + p$$

where *p*~*H*~, *p*~*O*~, *p*~*O*2~, *p*~*C*1~ and *p* are parameters of the QSPR model. The 7d QSPR models employ also charges from the dissociated forms, namely the charge on the carboxyl oxygens (*q*~*OD*~, *q*~*O*2*D*~) and the charge on the carboxylic carbon atom (*q*~*C*1*D*~). The equation of the 7d QSPR models is therefore: $$\begin{array}{l}
{pK_{a} = p_{H}^{\prime} \cdot q_{H} + p_{O}^{\prime} \cdot q_{O} + p_{O2}^{\prime} \cdot q_{O2} + p_{C1}^{\prime} \cdot q_{C1}} \\
{\mspace{58mu} + p_{\textit{OD}}^{\prime} \cdot q_{\textit{OD}} + p_{O2D}^{\prime} \cdot q_{O2D} + p_{C1D}^{\prime} \cdot q_{C1D} + p^{\prime}} \\
\end{array}$$

where $p_{H}^{\prime}$, $p_{O}^{\prime}$, $p_{O2}^{\prime}$, $p_{C1}^{\prime}$, $p_{\textit{OD}}^{\prime}$, $p_{O2D}^{\prime}$, $p_{C1D}^{\prime}$ and *p*^′^ are parameters of the QSPR model.

QSPR model parameterization {#Sec11}
---------------------------

The parameterization of the QSPR models was done by multiple linear regression (MLR) using the software tool QSPR Designer \[[@CR62]\].

Results and discussion {#Sec12}
======================

QM and EEM QSPR models for phenols {#Sec13}
----------------------------------

We prepared one 3d QSPR model and one 5d QSPR model using atomic charges calculated by each of the above mentioned 18 EEM parameter sets. These models are denoted 3d or 5d EEM QSPR models. Additionally, we created one 3d and one 5d QSPR model using atomic charges calculated by each of the corresponding 8 QM charge calculation approaches (denoted as 3d or 5d QM QSPR models). The data set of 74 phenol molecules was used for the parameterization of the QSPR models, and the obtained models were validated for all molecules in the data set.

The parameterization of the 3d EEM QSPR models showed that several molecules in the data set perform as outliers. For this reason, we created also EEM QSPR models without outliers (i.e., EEM QSPR models for which parameterization was done using a data set that excluded the previously observed outliers). These models are denoted 3d EEM QSPR WO models. We classified as outliers 10% of the molecules from our data set, which had the highest Cook's square distance. Therefore the 3d EEM QSPR WO models were parameterized using 67 molecules, and their validation was also done on the data set excluding outliers.

The quality of the QSPR models, i.e. the correlation between experimental p *K*~*a*~and the p *K*~*a*~calculated by each model, was evaluated using the squared Pearson correlation coefficient (*R*^2^), root mean square error (RMSE), and average absolute p *K*~*a*~error ($\overline{\Delta}$), while the statistical criteria were the standard deviation of the estimation (*s*) and Fisher's statistics of the regression (*F*).

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} contains the quality criteria (*R*^2^, RMSE, $\overline{\Delta}$) and statistical criteria (*s* and *F*) for all the QSPR models analyzed. All these models are statistically significant at *p* = 0.01. Since our data sets contained 74 and 67 molecules, respectively, the appropriate *F* value to consider was that for 60 samples. Thus, the 3d QSPR models are statistically significant (at *p*= 0.01) when *F* \> 4.126 and the 5d QSPR models when *F* \> 3.339. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the *R*^2^ of all QSPR models for ease of visual comparison, and Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} provide a comparison of the models from specific points of view. The parameters of the QSPR models are summarized in the (Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Table S2) and all charge descriptors and p *K*~*a*~values are contained in the (Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Table S6). The most relevant graphs of correlation between experimental and calculated p *K*~*a*~are visualized in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Table 2**Quality criteria and statistical criteria for all the QSPR models analyzed in the present study and focused on phenols**QM theory levelPAEEM parameterQSPR model***R*** ^2^RMSE$\overline{\Delta}$***s**F***+ basis setset nameHF/STO-3GMPA-3d QM0.95150.4900.3880.504458-5d QM0.96570.4120.3100.430358Svob2007_cbeg23d EEM0.86710.8120.5710.8351523d EEM WO0.92390.4820.3820.4972555d EEM0.91790.6380.4810.666152Svob2007_cmet23d EEM0.86630.8140.5770.8371513d EEM WO0.92390.4820.3860.4972555d EEM0.91890.6340.4760.661154Svob2007_chal23d EEM0.87370.7920.5540.8141613d EEM WO0.91270.4830.3870.4982205d EEM0.92030.6290.4730.656157Svob2007_hm23d EEM0.86710.8120.5780.8351523d EEM WO0.92410.4810.3870.4962565d EEM0.91790.6380.4780.666152Baek19913d EEM0.90990.6690.5310.6882363d EEM WO0.91660.5310.4230.5482315d EEM0.91950.6320.4930.659155Mort19863d EEM0.88600.7520.5770.7731813d EEM WO0.91510.5200.4050.5362265d EEM0.91420.6520.5240.680145HF/6--31G\*MK-3d QM0.84050.8900.7270.915123-5d QM0.88650.7500.6410.782106Jir2008_hf3d EEM0.86120.8300.5820.8531453d EEM WO0.91820.5000.3940.5162365d EEM0.91540.6480.4880.676147B3LYP/6--31G\*MPA-3d QM0.96710.4040.3170.415686-5d QM0.97240.3700.2740.386479Chaves20063d EEM0.8910.7350.5700.7561913d EEM WO0.91980.5050.3980.5212415d EEM0.91920.6330.4890.660155Bult2002_mul3d EEM0.88760.7470.5890.7681843d EEM WO0.91510.5200.4160.5362265d EEM0.91580.6460.5040.674148B3LYP/6--31G\*NPA-3d QM0.95900.4510.3490.464546-5d QM0.96800.3990.2950.416411Ouy20093d EEM0.87310.7930.5410.8151613d EEM WO0.90430.5050.3790.5211985d EEM0.90940.6700.5030.699137Ouy2009_elem3d EEM0.87270.7950.5460.8171603d EEM WO0.91130.4870.3820.5022165d EEM0.91320.6560.4950.684143Ouy2009_elemF3d EEM0.88480.7560.5190.7771793d EEM WO0.90120.5120.3860.5281925d EEM0.88660.7500.5200.782106Bult2002_npa3d EEM0.90440.6890.5320.7082213d EEM WO0.90980.5230.4050.5392125d EEM0.91800.6380.4880.666152Hir.-3d QM0.90420.6890.5030.708220-5d QM0.94770.5090.3560.531246Bult2002_hir3d EEM0.84150.8870.6360.9121243d EEM WO0.88380.5790.4140.5971605d EEM0.90500.6870.5220.717130MK-3d QM0.84470.8780.7050.903127-5d QM0.89600.7180.5940.749117Jir2008_dft3d EEM0.86960.8040.5550.8271563d EEM WO0.92240.4870.3710.5022505d EEM0.91480.6500.4890.678146Bult2002_mk3d EEM0.86390.8220.6100.8451483d EEM WO0.90530.5190.3840.5352015d EEM0.91310.6570.5080.685143Chel.-3d QM0.85280.8540.7120.878135-5d QM0.90870.6730.5520.702135Bult2002_che3d EEM0.86950.8050.5970.8281553d EEM WO0.88630.5880.4360.6061645d EEM0.90570.6840.5400.714131AIM-3d QM0.96090.4400.3320.452573-5d QM0.96770.4000.2850.417407Bult2004_aim3d EEM0.86460.8190.6190.8421493d EEM WO0.89720.5900.4380.6081835d EEM0.90170.6980.5710.728125Figure 1***R*** ^***2***^ **for the correlation between calculated and experimental p** ***K*** ~***a***~ **.**

###### 

**Average** ***R*** ^***2***^ **between experimental and predicted p** ***K*** ~***a***~ **for all QSPR models of a certain type and percentages of QSPR models whose** ***R*** ^***2***^ **values are in a certain interval**

  QSPR model           3d EEM                 3d EEM WO             5d EEM   3d QM   5d QM   
  -------------------- ---------------------- --------------------- -------- ------- ------- -----
  Average *R*^2^       0.876                  0.911                 0.913    0.929   0.951   
  Interval of *R*^2^   *R*^2^ \> 0.9          11%                   83%      94%     78%     83%
                       0.9 ≥ *R*^2^ \> 0.85   83%                   17%      6%      6%      17%
                       0.85 ≥ *R*^2^ \> 0.8   6%                    0%       0%      17%     0%
  **QSPR model**       **EEM based models**   **QM based models**                            
  Average *R*^2^       0.900                  0.940                                          
  Interval of *R*^2^   *R*^2^ \> 0.9          63%                   81%                      
                       0.9 ≥ *R*^2^ \> 0.85   35%                   13%                      
                       0.85 ≥ *R*^2^ \> 0.8   2%                    6%                       

###### 

**Average** ***R*** ^***2***^ **between experimental and predicted p** ***K*** ~***a***~ **for all QSPR models using atomic charges calculated by a specific combination of theory level and basis set, or by a specific population analysis**

  QSPR model         3d EEM           3d EEM WO   5d EEM   3d QM   5d QM   
  ------------------ ---------------- ----------- -------- ------- ------- -------
  Theory level       HF/STO-3G        0.878       0.919    0.918   0.952   0.966
  and basis set \*   B3LYP/6--31G\*   0.889       0.917    0.918   0.967   0.972
  Population         MPA              0.889       0.917    0.918   0.967   0.972
  analysis \*\*      NPA              0.884       0.907    0.907   0.959   0.968
                     Hirshfeld        0.842       0.884    0.905   0.904   0.948
                     MK               0.867       0.914    0.914   0.845   0.896
                     CHELPG           0.870       0.886    0.906   0.853   0.909
                     AIM              0.865       0.897    0.902   0.961   0.968

^\*^Only QSPR models employing MPA were included in this analysis.

^\*\*^Only QSPR models using B3LYP/6--31G\* were included in this analysis.

![**Correlation graphs.** Graphs showing the correlation between experimental and calculated p *K*~*a*~for selected QSPR models.](13321_2012_461_Fig2_HTML){#Fig2}

Prediction of p ***K***~***a***~using EEM charges {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------------------

The key question we wanted to answer in this paper is whether EEM QSPR models are applicable for p *K*~*a*~prediction. For this purpose we selected a set of phenol molecules and generated QSPR models which used EEM atomic charges as descriptors. We then evaluated the accuracy of these models by comparing the predicted p *K*~*a*~values with the experimental ones. The results (see Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) clearly show that QSPR models based on EEM charges are indeed able to predict the p *K*~*a*~of phenols with very good accuracy. Namely, 63% of the EEM QSPR models evaluated in this study were able to predict p *K*~*a*~with *R*^2^ \> 0.9. The average *R*^2^ for all 54 EEM QSPR models considered was 0.9, while the best EEM QSPR model reached *R*^2^ = 0.924. Our findings thus suggest that EEM atomic charges may prove as efficient QSPR descriptors for p *K*~*a*~prediction. The only drawback of EEM is that EEM parameters are currently not available for some types of atoms. Nevertheless, EEM parameterization is still a topic of research, therefore more general parameter sets are being developed.

Improvement of EEM QSPR models by removing outliers {#Sec15}
---------------------------------------------------

The quality of 3d EEM QSPR models can be markedly increased by removing the outliers. In this case, the models have average *R*^2^ = 0.911 and 83% of them have *R*^2^ \> 0.9. The disadvantage of these models is that they are not able to cover the complete data set (i.e., 10% of molecules must be excluded as outliers).

On the other hand, the outliers are similar for all EEM QSPR models. For example, while 16 molecules from our data set are outliers for at least one parameter set, 10 out of these 16 molecules are outliers for five or more parameter sets. From the chemical point of view, most of the outliers contain one or more nitro groups. This may be related to reported lower accuracy of EEM for these groups \[[@CR48]\]. In general one limitation of the 3d EEM QSPR models is that they are very sensitive to the quality of EEM charges. Therefore, if the EEM charges are inaccurate for certain compounds or class of compounds, the 3d QSPR models based on these EEM charges will have lower performance for these compounds or class of compounds. In addition, a lower experimental accuracy of these p *K*~*a*~values may also be a reason for low performance in some cases. A table containing information about outlier molecules is given in the (Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}: Table S3).

Improvement of EEM QSPR models by adding descriptors {#Sec16}
----------------------------------------------------

Our first EEM QSPR models contained three descriptors (3d), namely atomic charges originating from the non-dissociated molecule. Nonetheless, in our study we found that using two additional charge descriptors from the dissociated molecule can markedly improve the predictive power of the EEM QSPR models. Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} show that these new 5d EEM QSPR models provide better p *K*~*a*~prediction than their corresponding 3d EEM QSPR models. Specifically, adding the descriptors derived from the dissociated molecules increased the average *R*^2^ value for the EEM QSPR models from 0.876 to 0.913.

Comparison of EEM QSPR models and QM QSPR models {#Sec17}
------------------------------------------------

Another important question is how accurate the EEM QSPR models are in comparison with QM QSPR models. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} show that QM QSPR models provide, in most cases, more precise predictions. This is confirmed also by the average *R*^2^ values from Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. This is not surprising, since EEM is an empirical method which just mimics the QM approach for which it was parameterized. An interesting fact is that the differences in accuracy between QM QSPR models and EEM QSPR models are not substantial. For example, 5d EEM QSPR models have average *R*^2^ = 0.913, while 5d QM QSPR models have average *R*^2^ = 0.951. We also note that adding more descriptors to a QM QSPR model brings less improvement than adding more descriptors to an EEM QSPR model.

Influence of theory level and basis set {#Sec18}
---------------------------------------

EEM parameters are available only for a relatively small number of theory levels (HF and B3LYP) and basis sets (STO-3G and 6--31G\*). Therefore we can not perform such a deep analysis of theory level and basis set influence on p *K*~*a*~prediction capability from EEM atomic charges, as was done for QM QSPR models by Gross et al. \[[@CR22]\] or Svobodova et al. \[[@CR24]\]. We can only compare the models employing HF/STO-3G and B3LYP/6--31G\* charges, as these are the only combinations for which EEM parameters are available for the same population analysis (MPA). Therefore we can study only the influence of the combination of theory level / basis set, and not the isolated influence of the theory level or basis set. Our analysis revealed that B3LYP/6--31G\* charges provide slightly more accurate QM QSPR models than HF/STO-3G charges (see Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). This is in agreement with our previous findings \[[@CR24]\], and it can be explained by the fact that 6--31G\* is a more robust basis set than STO-3G. However, the difference is not marked in the case of EEM QSPR models.

Influence of population analysis {#Sec19}
--------------------------------

Eleven EEM parameter sets were published for B3LYP/6--31G\* with six different population analyses (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Therefore it is straightforward to analyze the influence of the population analysis on the predictive power of the resulting QSPR models (see Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). We found that MPA and NPA provide the best QM models, while MK and CHELPG (PAs based on fitting the atomic charges to the molecular electrostatic potential) provide weak QM models. Our results are in agreement with previous studies \[[@CR22], [@CR24]\]. QM QSPR models based on AIM predict p *K*~*a*~ with accuracy comparable to MPA and NPA. In the case of EEM QSPR models, we did indeed find that MPA provided the best models, but most of the other population analyses gave comparable results. This confirms previous observations that the EEM approach is not able to faithfully mimic MK charges \[[@CR63]\]. On the other hand, this drawback of EEM allowed the EEM QSPR models employing MK charges to predict p *K*~*a*~more accurately than the corresponding QM QSPR models.

Influence of the EEM parameter set {#Sec20}
----------------------------------

Two or more EEM parameter sets are available in literature for four combinations of theory level, basis set and population analysis (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). We found that the quality of EEM QSPR models employing the same types of charges slightly varies when using EEM parameters coming from different studies (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Even EEM parameters from the same study, but obtained by different approaches, lead to QSPR models of slightly different quality. In any case, these differences are minimal.

Comparison with previous work {#Sec21}
-----------------------------

QM QSPR models for p *K*~*a*~prediction in phenols, similar to those presented in this paper (i.e., employing similar charges) were previously published by Gross and Seybold \[[@CR22]\], Kreye and Seybold \[[@CR23]\] and Svobodova and Geidl \[[@CR24]\]. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows a comparison between these models and the models developed in this study. Our work is the first which presents QSPR models for p *K*~*a*~prediction based on EEM charges. Therefore, we can not provide a comparison between EEM QSPR models, but we can compare against QSPR models based on QM charges only. It is seen therein that our 3d QM QSPR models show markedly higher *R*^2^ and *F* values than the models published by Gross and Seybold and Kreye and Seybold (even if some of these models employ higher basis sets) and comparable *R*^2^ and *F* values as models published by Svobodova and Geidl. Moreover, our 5d QM QSPR models outperform the models from Svobodova and Geidl. Our best EEM QSPR models (i.e., 5d EEM QSPR models) provide even better results than QM QSPR models from Gross and Seybold and Kreye and Seybold. These EEM QSPR models are not as accurate as the QM QSPR models published by Svobodova and Geidl or those developed in this work, but the loss of accuracy is not too high (*R*^2^ values are still \> 0.91).Table 5**Comparison between the performance of the QSPR models developed here, and previously developed models**TheoryNumber ofMethodlevelPABasis setDescriptors***R*** ^2^***s**F***moleculesSourceQMB3LYPNPA6--311G\*\**q* ~*OH*~0.7891.3004815Kreye and Seybold \[[@CR23]\]^*a*^B3LYPNPA6--311G\*\**q* ~*O*~0.7311.5003815Kreye and Seybold \[[@CR23]\]^*a*^B3LYPNPA6--31+G\**q* ~*OH*~0.8800.9709515Kreye and Seybold \[[@CR23]\]^*b*^B3LYPNPA6--31+G\**q* ~*O*~0.8651.0003815Kreye and Seybold \[[@CR23]\]^*b*^B3LYPNPA6--311G(d,p)$q_{O^{-}}$0.9110.25217319Gross and Seybold \[[@CR22]\]B3LYPNPA6--311G(d,p)*q* ~*H*~0.8870.28313419Gross and Seybold \[[@CR22]\]B3LYPNPA6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.9610.440986124Svobodova and Geidl \[[@CR24]\]B3LYPNPA6--311G*q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.9620.4351013124Svobodova and Geidl \[[@CR24]\]B3LYPNPA6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.9590.46454574This workB3LYPNPA6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~,0.9680.41070574This work*q*~*OD*~, *q*~*C*1*D*~EEMB3LYPNPA6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~,0.9180.65626174This work ^*c*^*q*~*OD*~, *q*~*C*1*D*~QMB3LYPMPA6--311G(d,p)*q* ~*H*~0.9130.24817919Gross and Seybold \[[@CR22]\]B3LYPMPA6--311G(d,p)$q_{O^{-}}$0.8940.27414419Gross and Seybold \[[@CR22]\]B3LYPMPA6--311G*q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.9380.556605124Svobodova and Geidl \[[@CR24]\]B3LYPMPA6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.9590.450936124Svobodova and Geidl \[[@CR24]\]B3LYPMPA6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.9670.41568574This workB3LYPMPA6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~,0.9720.38082274This work*q*~*OD*~, *q*~*C*1*D*~EEMB3LYPMPA6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~,0.9190.65126574This work^*d*^*q*~*OD*~, *q*~*C*1*D*~QMB3LYPMK6--311G(d,p)*q* ~*H*~0.3440.682919Gross and Seybold \[[@CR22]\]B3LYPMK6--311G(d,p)$q_{O^{-}}$0.6920.4673819Gross and Seybold \[[@CR22]\]B3LYPMK6--311G*q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.8220.941185124Svobodova and Geidl \[[@CR24]\]B3LYPMK6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.8080.978168124Svobodova and Geidl \[[@CR24]\]B3LYPMK6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.8450.90212674This workB3LYPMK6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.8960.73920174This work*q*~*OD*~, *q*~*C*1*D*~EEMB3LYPMK6--31G\**q*~*H*~, *q*~*O*~, *q*~*C*1~0.9150.66925074This work^*e*^*q*~*OD*~, *q*~*C*1*D*~^a^With solvent model SM5.4.^b^With solvent model SM8.^c^EEM parameter set Bult2002 npa.^d^EEM parameter set Chaves2006.^e^EEM parameter set Jir2008 mk.

Cross-validation {#Sec22}
----------------

Our results show that 5d EEM QSPR models provide a fast and accurate approach for p *K*~*a*~prediction. Nonetheless, the robustness of these models should be proved. Therefore, all the 5d EEM QSPR models (i.e., 18 models) were tested by cross-validation. For comparison, also the cross-validation of all 5d QM QSPR models (i.e., 8 models) was done. The *k*-fold cross-validation procedure was used \[[@CR64], [@CR65]\], where *k* = 5. Specifically, the set of phenol molecules was divided into five parts (each contained 20% of the molecules). The division was done randomly, and included stratification by p *K*~*a*~value. Afterwards, five cross validation steps were performed. In the first step, the first part was selected as a test set, and the remaining four parts were taken together as the training set. The test and training sets for the other steps were prepared in a similar manner, by subsequently considering one part as a test set, while the remaining parts served as a training set. For each step, the QSPR model was parameterized on the training set. Afterwards, the p *K*~*a*~values of the respective test molecules were calculated via this model, and compared with experimental p *K*~*a*~values. The results are summarized in the (Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}: Table S4), while the cross-validation results for the best and the worst performing 5d EEM QSPR models are shown in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. The cross-validation showed that the models are stable and the values of *R*^2^ and RMSE are similar for the test set, the training set and the complete set. The robustness of EEM QSPR models and QM QSPR models is comparable.Table 6**Comparison of the quality criteria and statistical criteria for the training set, test set and complete set for some selected charge calculation approaches**5d EEM QSPR model employing Svob2007_chal2 EEM parameters:Complete set:*R* ^2^RMSE*sF*Number of molecules0.9200.6290.64726974**Cross-validation:**Cross-Training setTest setvalidationNumber ofNumber ofstep*R* ^2^RMSE*sF*molecules*R* ^2^RMSE*sF*molecules10.92830.52110.5498137590.92021.07541.3884211520.92100.65380.6899124590.90290.53940.6963171530.91910.64420.6796120590.92750.58230.7517231540.92070.62440.6588123590.92710.68780.8880231550.92740.63020.6643138600.90080.66780.88341514**5d EEM QSPR model employing Ouy2009_elemF EEM parameters:Complete set:***R* ^2^RMSE*sF*Number of molecules0.88660.75010.782510674**Cross-validation:**Cross-Training setTest setvalidationNumber ofNumber ofstep*R* ^2^RMSE*sF*molecules*R* ^2^RMSE*sF*molecules10.89360.63490.669889590.87041.28571.6598121520.89530.75260.794091590.80180.78021.007271530.89080.74810.789386590.86470.79831.0306121540.88210.76140.803379590.91540.74810.9658191550.89560.75570.796693600.80890.83961.1107714

Case study for carboxylic acids {#Sec23}
-------------------------------

We have shown that QSPR models based on EEM atomic charges can be used for predicting p *K*~*a*~in phenols. In order to evaluate the general applicability of this approach for p *K*~*a*~prediction, we tested the performance of such models for carboxylic acids. This case study is done for the charge schemes found to provide the best QM and EEM QSPR models in the case of phenols. Specifically, QM charges calculated by HF/STO-3G/MPA, B3LYP/6--31G\*/MPA and B3LYP/6--31G\*/NPA, and EEM charges calculated using the corresponding EEM parameters. Because 5d QSPR models provide the most accurate prediction for phenols, the case study is focused on their analogue for carboxylic acids, i.e., 7d QSPR models. Squared Pearson correlation coefficients of the analysed QSPR models are summarized in Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and all the quality and statistical criteria can be found in (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Table S5). The results show that 7d EEM QSPR models are able to predict the p *K*~*a*~of carboxylic acids with very good accuracy. Namely, 5 out of 12 analysed 7d EEM QSPR models were able to predict p *K*~*a*~with *R*^2^ \> 0.9, while the best EEM QSPR model reached *R*^2^ = 0.925. Therefore, we concluded that EEM QSPR models are indeed applicable also for carboxylic acids. Again QM QSPR models perform better than EEM QSPR models, but the differences are not substantial.Figure 3**Correlation between calculated and experimental p** ***K*** ~***a***~ **for carboxylic acids**

Conclusions {#Sec24}
===========

We found that the QSPR models employing EEM charges can be a suitable approach for p *K*~*a*~prediction. From our 54 EEM QSPR models focused on phenols, 63% show a correlation of *R*^2^ \> 0.9 between the experimental and predicted p *K*~*a*~. The most successful type of these EEM QSPR models employed 5 descriptors, namely the atomic charge of the hydrogen atom from the phenolic OH group, the charge on the oxygen atom from the phenolic OH group, the charge on the carbon atom binding the phenolic OH group, the charge on the oxygen from the phenoxide O^-^ from the dissociated molecule, and the charge on the carbon atom binding this oxygen. Specifically, 94% of these models have *R*^2^ \> 0.9, and the best one has *R*^2^ = 0.920. In general, including charge descriptors from dissociated molecules, which was introduced in our work, always increases the quality of a QSPR model. The only drawback of EEM QSPR models is that the EEM parameters are currently not available for all types of atoms. Therefore the EEM parameter sets need to be expanded to larger sets of molecules and further improved.

As expected, the QM QSPR models provided more accurate p *K*~*a*~predictions than the EEM QSPR models. Nevertheless, these differences are not substantial. Furthermore, a big advantage of EEM QSPR models is that one can calculate the EEM charges markedly faster than the QM charges. Moreover, the EEM QSPR models are not so strongly influenced by the charge calculation approach as the QM QSPR models are. Specifically, the QM QSPR models which use atomic charges obtained from calculations with higher basis set perform better, while the EEM QSPR models do not show such marked differences. Similarly, the quality of QM QSPR models depends a lot on population analysis, but EEM QSPR models are not influenced so much. Namely, QM QSPR models which use atomic charges calculated from MPA, NPA and Hirshfeld PA performed very well, while MK provides only weak models. In the case of EEM QSPR models, MPA performs also the best, but all other PAs (including MK) provide accurate results as well. The source of the EEM parameters also did not affect the quality of the EEM QSPR models significantly.

The robustness of EEM QSPR models was successfully confirmed by cross-validation. Specifically, the accuracy of p *K*~*a*~prediction for the test, training and complete set were comparable. The applicability of EEM QSPR models for other chemical classes was tested in a case study focused on carboxylic acids. This case study showed that EEM QSPR models are indeed applicable for p *K*~*a*~prediction also for carboxylic acids. Namely, 5 from 12 of these models were able to predict p *K*~*a*~with *R*^2^ \> 0.9, while the best EEM QSPR model reached *R*^2^ = 0.925.

Therefore, EEM QSPR models constitute a very promising approach for the prediction of p *K*~*a*~. Their main advantages are that they are accurate, and can predict p *K*~*a*~values very quickly, since the atomic charge descriptors used in the QSPR model can be obtained much faster by EEM than by QM. Additionally, the quality of EEM QSPR models is less dependent on the type of atomic charges used (theory level, basis set, population analysis) than in the case of QM QSPR models. Accordingly, EEM QSPR models constitute a p *K*~*a*~prediction approach which is very suitable for virtual screening.
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:   Charge Equilibration
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:   Split Charge Equilibration
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